The recent emergence of highly pathogenic severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS; pandemic in 2002 to 2004), Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS; Arabian Peninsula epidemic from 2012 to the present), and porcine epidemic diarrhea (PEDV; United States porcine epidemic from 2013 to the present) coronavirus (CoV) infections is indicative of a reoccurring global public health vulnerability (1–3). At the end of the SARS-CoV pandemic, of the 8,096 cases confirmed by the WHO, 774 patients died from SARS, a mortality rate of slightly less than 10% (4). Ten years later, the emergence of a novel human coronavirus, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), has been confirmed in more than 1,000 patients, approximately 40% of whom have died, highlighting the need for continued surveillance for emergent human coronaviruses with the potential to cause severe disease (5). The relative ease with which these pathogens have been spread outside the original geographic origins by global travelers is particularly troubling. Furthermore, recent surveys of bat populations, a known reservoir host of zoonotic coronavi-
ruses, have observed that bats harbor myriad novel and potentially emergent coronaviruses with unknown pathogenic potential, indicating that coronavirus spillover into human and livestock populations may continue (6). Despite the importance of SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV as public health threats, there are currently no available antivirals against these pathogens, with current evidence suggesting that the antiviral drugs ribavirin and interferon (IFN) are not efficacious in ameliorating SARS or MERS infections (7–9). While research on MERS-CoV is still in the nascent stages, efforts to develop a vaccine against SARS-CoV have been hindered by the challenges of vaccine-induced immune pathology as well as the likely need for cross-protection against highly variable and antigenically distinct coronaviruses with unknown emergence and pathogenic potential (10–12).

SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV are phylogenetically and antigenically distinct members of the Coronaviridae family (1, 2). Pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) that differentiate between viral and host molecules likely traffic within similar locations in coronavirus-infected host cells and may be detected by similar classes of cellular sensors. Innate immune sensors recognize PAMPs specific to viruses and other invading pathogens, triggering transcriptional changes in host cell signaling programs to establish an antiviral state that suppresses viral replication efficiency. Respiratory virus infections are potentially devastating global health concerns, as evidenced by emerging highly pathogenic 1918 and 2009 H1N1, H5N1, and H7N9 influenza A viruses (IAV), as well as the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV epidemics (13). The human lung has critical functions in gas exchange and represents a large and complex but highly vulnerable mucosal surface that interfaces with multiple microorganisms in the environment. Lung cells, including type II pneumocytes and ciliated cells of the airway epithelium, are the primary targets of SARS-CoV and IAV infection in the lung (13, 14). When these cells are exposed to pathogens, innate immune signaling cascades are initiated by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs), which include multiple classes of cellular sensors distributed at cellular membranes and within the cytosol to ensure maximal detection of viruses at multiple stages of the replication cycle, including viral entry and genome replication (15).

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are membrane-bound PRRs that detect molecular patterns associated with viruses, bacteria, and fungi at the plasma membrane and within endosomes. TLR3 has been implicated in the detection of many RNA viruses and in altering the pathogenesis of airway disease resulting from respiratory virus infections such as IAV, respiratory syncytial virus (RSV), and rhinovirus infections (16–18). Basal levels of TLR3 expression are detectable in lung tissues such as in human alveolar cells and bronchial epithelial cells, as well as in various immune cell populations (19). In cells, TLR3 is anchored to the membrane of endosomes, where it recognizes double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) motifs from invading pathogens (20). After binding the dsRNA motif, TLR3 dimerizes and recruits the TRIF adaptor protein (21, 22). TRIF recruitment to the endosome results in signaling to activate transcription factors, including IRF3 and NF-κB (23). In addition to TLR3-specific signaling, TRIF has also been described as an adaptor for signaling by DDX1/DDX21/DHX36 complexes as well as an adaptor for TRIF signaling (22, 24).

TLR4 is expressed at low basal levels in bronchial epithelial cells and alveolar cells, and expression increases upon infiltration of inflammatory cells in response to insults such as viral infections (25, 26). TLR4 signals through either MyD88 or TRIF using two sorting adaptors: MAL (for MyD88-dependent signaling) and TRAM (for TRIF-dependent signaling) (27). The TRIF/TRAM/ TRIF signaling cascade has been previously implicated in the exacerbation of acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) caused by influenza virus infections and acid damage models (28). Controversially, TLR4 has been identified as potentially mediating immunopathogenesis of influenza virus, and TLR4 antagonist Eritoran has been proposed as an immunomodulatory therapeutic for influenza virus infections (29, 30). The role of TLR4 in highly pathogenic coronavirus infections is unclear, although C3H/HeJ mice that are naturally deficient in TLR4 are more susceptible to mouse hepatitis virus (MHV) infection than C3H/HeN mice with wild-type TLR4 signaling capability (31). TLR signaling via TRIF leads to the activation of type I interferons (IFN-α and IFN-β), proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6, TNF, IFN-γ, and CCL5), and interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs) (RSAD2, IFIT1, and CXCL10) (19, 22). These effector molecules have defined importance in the context of ARDS and respiratory virus infections (13, 32).

TLR agonists and antagonists have been proposed as compounds with broad-spectrum therapeutic potential against a number of respiratory infections in the context of antiviral drugs and vaccine adjuvants (29, 33–35). Both the TLR3 agonist poly(I:C) and the TLR4 agonist lipopolysaccharide (LPS) are protective against SARS-CoV infection in mice when administered prophylactically, although poly(I:C) is more effective than LPS (33). In addition, treatment with poly(I:C), a TLR3 agonist which signals independently of MyD88, has protective effects in mouse models of infections by highly pathogenic coronavirus species, including group 2c (MERS-like) coronaviruses (36). There is a need to understand how TLR signaling and effector networks may regulate coronavirus pathogenesis, given the diverse pool of zoonotic precursors with potential for spillover into human and livestock populations. Previous data from our laboratory had indicated a protective role for the TLR adaptor protein MyD88, which facilitates downstream signaling through a large number of TLRs, in our mouse model of SARS-CoV disease (37). Here, we present evidence that MyD88-independent signaling operating through TLR3 and TLR4 via the TRIF adaptor protein exerts a powerful protective cell-intrinsic defense network in response to SARS-CoV infection and disease.

RESULTS

Toll-like receptor pathways are key regulators of SARS-CoV pathogenesis. Using a network integration approach to identify key regulators of SARS-CoV pathogenesis, a previous study that assayed host mRNA responses in C57BL/6j mice infected with 10^6, 10^3, 10^4, or 10^5 PFU doses of SARS-CoV yielded a highly prioritized list of candidate genes involved in the host response to SARS-CoV (38, 39). From these microarray data derived from the host mRNAs in the lung, network analyses identified host pathways regulating SARS-CoV pathogenesis that were previously uncharacterized (wound repair pathways [38]) as well as pathways that have a well-established foothold in the literature in respect to SARS-CoV pathogenesis (innate immune pathways) (39). Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play a critical role in the recognition of pathogens and induction of the innate immune response to many viruses, but TLR recognition of SARS-CoV is not well characterized. Two TLR-related genes that were highly ranked on the prioritized list are differentially expressed in response to SARS-CoV infection compared to expression in mock-inoculated mice: MyD88 and TLR3 (Fig. 1A and B).
MyD88 transcripts were significantly upregulated at the doses of $10^3$, $10^4$, and $10^5$ PFU at day 2 postinfection and met the fold change threshold for categorization as representing a differentially expressed gene at that time point but not at day 1, 4, or 7 postinfection (Fig. 1A). SARS-CoV-infected mice had a RNA expression profile for TLR3 similar to that for MyD88: it was differentially expressed at day 2 postinfection with SARS-CoV at the doses of $10^3$, $10^4$, and $10^5$ PFU of SARS-CoV (Fig. 1B). Based on the similarities in gene expression of MyD88 and TLR3, the ranking of the genes by network integration analyses, and the known protective role of MyD88 in SARS-CoV infection, we hypothesized that TLR3 signaling may also be involved in the protective innate immune response to SARS-CoV infection. TLR3 signaling occurs in a MyD88-independent manner via the TRIF adaptor protein, so these data indicate that at least two discrete TLR signaling pathways are involved in the host response to SARS-CoV infection.

To test the hypothesis that TLR3 has a protective role in SARS-CoV infection of mice, 10-week-old female TLR3$^{-/-}$ and wild-type C57BL/6NJ mice were infected intranasally with $10^5$ PFU of recombinant mouse-adapted SARS-CoV (rMA15–SARS-CoV) to observe differences in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV disease. Wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV experienced transient weight loss that peaked on day 3 postinfection, but all of the wild-type mice began to recover from weight loss on day 4 postinfection and recovered fully from weight loss by 6 to 7 days postinfection (Fig. 1C). TLR3$^{-/-}$ mice lost a greater average percentage of their starting weight, with statistically significant differences in TLR3$^{-/-}$ weight loss, than wild-type mice on days 2 to 7 postinfection (Fig. 1C; **, $P < 0.01$; ***, $P < 0.001$). Titers observed in the lungs of TLR3$^{-/-}$ mice infected with SARS-CoV were about 4-fold higher than those observed with wild-type mice at day 2, and titers observed in the lungs of TLR3$^{-/-}$ mice infected with SARS-CoV were about 20-fold higher than those observed with wild-type mice at 4 postinfection (Fig. 1D; ***, $P < 0.001$). On day 7 postinfection, one TLR3$^{-/-}$ mouse had detectable virus in the lungs, while the rest of the TLR3$^{-/-}$ mice and all of the C57BL/6NJ mice had no detectable virus in the lungs (Fig. 1D). Additionally, TLR3$^{-/-}$ mice showed increased SARS-CoV disease measured by aberrant lung function parameters and histopathology compared to wild-type mice (see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material).

TLR3 regulates downstream responses of several key proinflammatory cytokines, and TLR3 can also regulate the induction of type I interferon and downstream signaling by ISGs (Fig. 2A). Surprisingly, microarray analysis of host gene expression showed
few alterations in gene expression downstream of TLR3 in comparisons of TLR3−/− mice to wild-type mice (Fig. 2B to I). There was no change in the levels of IL-6 or TNF, two proinflammatory cytokines downstream of TLR3 signaling (Fig. 2B and C). CCL5 and IFN-γ were differentially expressed in TLR3−/− mice compared to wild-type mice, with higher gene expression in the wild-type mice than in the TLR3−/− mice by greater than a 1.5-fold change difference on day 4 postinfection (Fig. 2D and E; *, >1.5-fold change). No differences were observed in expression of IFN-β, a type 1 interferon (Fig. 2F), or of RSAD2 (Fig. 2G), CXCL10 (Fig. 2H), and IFIT1 (Fig. 2I), three ISGs. Analysis of microarray results for genes differentially expressed in wild-type C57BL/6NJ mice compared to TLR3−/− mice indicated differences in a number of other genes at days 2 and 4 postinfection (see Table S1 in the supplemental material).

**Toll-like receptor adaptor TRIF has a protective role in the host response to SARS-CoV.** Because TLR3 utilizes the TRIF adaptor for downstream signaling programs, we infected TRIF−/− mice and wild-type C57BL/6J mice intranasally with 10⁵ PFU of rMA15–SARS-CoV to determine the role of TRIF in SARS-CoV pathogenesis. TRIF−/− mice experienced typical early weight loss and then continued to lose weight on days 4 through 6 postinfection, when wild-type mice were recovering from weight loss (Fig. 3A; ***, P < 0.001). All of the TRIF−/− mice approached 70% of their starting weight on day 6 postinfection, when the experiment was ended according to our humane endpoint animal protocols. At days 2 and 4 postinfection, significantly higher viral loads were observed in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice than in wild-type mice (Fig. 3B; ***, P < 0.001). By day 6 postinfection, wild-type mice had cleared virus to levels below the limit of detection of the plaque assay, but there was still detectable virus in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice (Fig. 3B; ***, P < 0.001). Additionally, at 6 days postinfection, the lungs of TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV had severe hemorrhage encompassing the entire lung tissue, while little if any hemorrhage was observed in the lungs of wild-type mice (Fig. 3C; ***, P < 0.001). On the basis of these observations, TRIF−/− mice had more-severe SARS-CoV clinical disease signs than TLR3−/− mice, leading to a lethal phenotype from SARS-CoV infection in the TRIF−/− mice (Fig. 1 and 3).

To determine if the increased susceptibility of TRIF−/− mice to SARS-CoV infection affects lung function, whole-body plethysmography was used to measure changes in lung function in TRIF−/− mice compared to wild-type mice over the course of the SARS-CoV infection (Fig. 3D to F). TRIF−/− mice had significantly higher levels of enhanced pause (P<sub>ENH</sub>) on days 2 to 6 postinfection (Fig. 3D; *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001) indicative of airway hyperresponsiveness and infection-associated airway obstruction (40, 41). Lower values of the ratio of P<sub>ENH</sub> to midtidal
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**FIG 2** TLR3−/− mice show few alterations in cytokine and IFN signaling responses to SARS-CoV infection compared to wild-type mice. (A) TLR3 is a pattern recognition receptor that recognizes viral pathogen-associated molecules.
FIG 3 TRIF−/− mice are highly susceptible to SARS-CoV infection. (A to C) TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV have significantly greater weight loss (**, P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001 [by a nonparametric Mann-Whitney test, where values indicate mean percent starting weight and error bars indicate standard deviation]) (A), viral titers (***, P < 0.001 [by unpaired Student’s t test]) (B), and lung hemorrhage scores (scored from 0 to 4; ***, P < 0.001 [by unpaired Student’s t test]) (C) than C57BL/6J mice infected with SARS-CoV over a 6-day course of infection. (D to F) Whole-body plethysmography analysis showed that SARS-CoV-infected TRIF−/− mice (solid red line) have alterations in lung functions compared to SARS-CoV-infected C57BL/6J mice (solid black line), including enhanced pause (T_{PEF}/T_e), ratio (R_{PEF}) (E), and midtidal expiratory flow (EF_{50}) (F) levels over the course of 6 days (dashed red line; TRIF−/− mock-infected mice; dashed black line, C57BL/6J mock-infected mice) (**, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001; ***, P < 0.001 [by unpaired Student’s t test]).

expiratory flow (EF_{50}) (T_{PEF}/T_e, R_{PEF}) in TRIF−/− mice persisted throughout SARS-CoV infection, while wild-type mice R_{PEF} values recovered to basal levels by day 4 postinfection (Fig. 3E; ***, P < 0.001). The EF_{50} was significantly higher in TRIF−/− mice than in wild-type mice on days 1 to 6 postinfection with SARS-CoV (Fig. 3F; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01), which is consistent with previous data in SARS-CoV infection models and studies of hypoxic conditions (42, 43). These measures indicate that major changes in lung function occurred in the TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV, potentially due to changes in large-airway debris and denudation, as indicated by the results of histological analysis (see Fig. S2A to I in the supplemental material).

To determine if differences in viral titers in TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV compared to wild-type mice resulted in increased viral spread or were associated with infection of different cell types, we evaluated lung sections stained by immunohistochemistry (IHC) specific for the SARS-CoV nucleocapsid protein (Fig. 4). Significantly more viral antigen was present in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice than in those of wild-type mice at day 2 postinfection, consonant with the higher viral loads quantified by plaque assay (Fig. 4A and F; *, P < 0.05). In the large airways of TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV, no difference in the amount of viral antigen present was observed (Fig. 4B and E), but infected cells in both the C57BL/6J and TRIF−/− mice were morphologically consistent with ciliated epithelial cells, a primary target of SARS-CoV in humans. Interestingly, significantly more viral antigen staining was observed in the parenchyma of the lungs of TRIF−/− mice than in those of C57BL/6J mice infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. 4A and E; **, P < 0.01). Alveolar spaces showed the presence of viral antigen in cells morphologically consistent with type II pneumocytes, another primary target cell of SARS-CoV (Fig. 4C). Observation of the immunohistochemistry did not reveal any evidence that SARS-CoV infection of TRIF−/− mice occurs in cell types other than those infected in C57BL/6J mice.

Due to the differences in weight loss and survival between TRIF−/− and TLR3−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV, we hypothesized that TLR4 may also contribute to signaling through TRIF in response to SARS-CoV infection. To determine the role of TLR4 in the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV, we infected TLR4−/− mice and wild-type C57BL/6J mice intranasally with 105 PFU of rMA15–SARS-CoV. TLR4−/− mice lost a greater percentage of their starting weight compared to wild-type mice on days 3 to 7 postinfection, but began recovering by 7 days postinfection (Fig. 5A; *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001). TLR4−/− mice had significantly higher titers of virus in the lungs than wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV at days 2 (3-fold difference; ***, P < 0.001) and 4 (4-fold difference; *, P < 0.05) postinfection but had cleared the virus by day 7 postinfection, similarly to wild-type mice (Fig. 5C). Because TLR4 can signal in either a MyD88-dependent or TRIF-dependent manner via the usage of the sorting adaptor MAL or TRAM, respectively, we infected 10-week-old female TRAM−/− mice and wild-type C57BL/6J mice intranasally with 105 PFU of SARS-CoV in order to discriminate between the effects of MyD88-dependent and TRIF-dependent signaling. TRAM−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV lost significantly more weight than wild-type mice (Fig. 5B; ***, P < 0.001). TRAM−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV demonstrated prolonged weight loss through 10 days postinfection, while wild-type mice recovered from weight loss by day 6 postinfection.
TRIF \textsuperscript{-/-} and TRAM \textsuperscript{-/-} mice had titers that were 3-fold higher than those seen with wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 2 postinfection (**, $P < 0.01$) but not on day 4 postinfection and cleared the virus by day 7 postinfection similarly to wild-type mice, despite lack of recovery from weight loss (Fig. 5D). The alterations in lung function measured by whole-body plethysmography that were observed in TLR4 \textsuperscript{-/-} and TRAM \textsuperscript{-/-} mice infected with SARS-CoV were similar to those observed in wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. 5B). TRAM \textsuperscript{-/-} mice had titers that were 3-fold higher than those seen with wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 2 postinfection (**, $P < 0.01$) but not on day 4 postinfection and cleared the virus by day 7 postinfection similarly to wild-type mice, despite lack of recovery from weight loss (Fig. 5D). The alterations in lung function measured by whole-body plethysmography that were observed in TLR4 \textsuperscript{-/-} and TRAM \textsuperscript{-/-} mice infected with SARS-CoV were similar to those observed in wild-type mice (Fig. 5B).
type mice (see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material), supporting our hypothesis that TLR4/TRAM/TRIF signaling has a modest protective effect against SARS-CoV infection.

Aberrant cellular and signaling responses in TRIF−/− mice in response to SARS-CoV infection. Because TRIF acts as a TLR adaptor protein that leads to activation of transcription factors that transcribe cytokines and chemokines, we hypothesized that differences in chemokines downstream of TRIF−/− signaling would be altered in TRIF−/− mice compared to wild-type mice. Measurements of proinflammatory cytokines IL-6, TNF, and IFN-γ and chemokines CCL2, CCL3, CCL5, CCL7, and CCL8 showed reduced expression of all these genes at day 2 postinfection in TRIF−/− mice, while these transcripts are highly induced in wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. 6A to D; *, P < 0.05; see also Fig. S4A to D in the supplemental material [**, P < 0.001]). At day 4 postinfection, significantly more expression of IL-6, TNF, CCL5, and IFN-γ was observed in TRIF−/− mice, while expression was diminished in wild-type animals infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. 6A to D; *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001). On day 4 postinfection, there was no significant difference in the levels of chemokines CCL2, CCL3, CCL7, and CCL8 in the TRIF−/− and wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. S4A to D). In contrast, increased protein levels of IFN-β were observed in TRIF−/− mice on day 2 and day 4 postinfection compared to wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. 6E; *, P < 0.05); this result was likely due to the increased viral loads in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice at those time points. Expression of ISGs downstream of IFN, including RSAD2, CXCL10, and IFIT1, was greatly reduced in TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 2 postinfection compared to wild-type mice (Fig. 6F to H; *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001; ***, P < 0.001) but was induced to very high levels in the TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 4 postinfection while the ISG response was waning in wild-type mice (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01).

Because differences in inflammation were observed in TRIF−/− mouse lung sections stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material) and because differences in chemokines that recruit inflammatory cells were observed in TRIF−/− mice compared to wild-type mice (Fig. 6; see also Fig. S4 in the supplemental material), we hypothesized that differences in infiltrating immune cell populations would be observed in TRIF−/− mice compared to wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV. Both wild-type and TRIF−/− lungs from mice infected with SARS-CoV had larger numbers of cells due to infiltrating cell populations than lungs from mock-inoculated mice, but there were no significant differences in the overall numbers of infiltrating cells of TRIF−/− lungs on day 4 or 6 postinfection compared to those of lungs from wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV (Table 1). There were significantly more neutrophils in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV than in lungs of wild-type mice on day 4 postinfection (Table 1; *, P < 0.05); however, by day 6 postinfection there were no longer significant differences in neutrophils. The levels of chemokines that are chemotactic for neutrophil recruitment (CXCL1, CXCL2, and CXCL3) were significantly lower on day 2 postinfection in TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV but were higher in TRIF−/− mice on day 4 postinfection, coinciding with the increased recruitment of neutrophils in the TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV (Fig. S4E to G; *, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.05).

Because neutrophils in Trif−/− mice were significantly increased compared to wild-type mice on day 4 postinfection (Table 1), we determined the dynamics of neutrophil recruitment beginning on day 4 postinfection. There were significantly more Ly6Chi inflammatory monocytes in the TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV (Table 1). There were significantly more Ly6Chi inflammatory monocytes in the TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 4 postinfection (Table 1; *, P < 0.05), but there was no difference between wild-type and TRIF−/− mice in the Ly6C+ population of monocytes on day 4 postinfection. In contrast, there was no difference in the levels of Ly6ChI monocytes between TRIF−/− and wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 6 postinfection, but wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV had significantly more Ly6ChI regulatory monocytes on day 6 postinfection (Table 1; *, P < 0.05).

On day 4 postinfection, there was no significant difference in the number of alveolar macrophages or plasmacytoid dendritic cells (pDCs) between the lungs of TRIF−/− and wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV, but at day 6 postinfection there were significantly more alveolar macrophages and pDCs in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV than in the lungs of wild-type mice (Table 1; *, P < 0.05; ***, P < 0.001). No statistically significant differences were observed in populations of eosinophils or monocyte-derived DCs or in CD11b+ DC populations between TRIF−/− mice and wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV (data not shown).

The total numbers of lymphocytes were not significantly different between TRIF−/− mice and wild-type mice at day 4 or day 6 postinfection (Table 1). There were no differences in the number of T cells in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice and wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 4 postinfection, but on day 6 postinfection, there were significantly more T cells in the lungs of wild-type mice infected with SARS-CoV than in the lungs of TRIF−/− mice (Table 1; *, P < 0.05). There were no significant differences in the number of CD4+ T cells on day 4 or day 6 postinfection or the number of CD8+ T cells on day 4 postinfection, but there were significantly more CD8+ T cells observed in wild-type mice at day 6 postinfection than in TRIF−/− mice (Table 1; **, P < 0.05). Aberrant SARS-CoV disease responses were observed in the TRIF−/− mice that led to a lethal phenotype, including increased weight loss, lack of viral clearance, alterations in lung function and pathology, changes in infiltrating cell populations, and aberrant cellular signaling programs, all indicating that TRIF is a master regulator in the protective innate immune response to SARS-CoV disease.

DISCUSSION
The critical importance of TLR signaling programs is demonstrated by the key regulation of host immune responses by TLR adaptor proteins MyD88 and TRIF in controlling respiratory virus infections. In SARS-CoV-infected TRIF−/− mice, there is significantly increased mortality, weight loss, and viral titers (Fig. 3A and B), leading to expression of cytokines, chemokines, and ISGs (Fig. 6; see also Fig. S4 in the supplemental material) consistent with the aberrant cellular signaling programs seen in patients who succumbed to SARS or MERS disease (44, 45). Although MyD88−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV had mortality, weight loss, and viral loads comparable to those of TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV, the outcomes in downstream cellular signaling programs were very different (37). In MyD88−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV, there was an absence of induction of cytokine and chemokine signaling on day 2 but an increased amount of IFN-β followed by a marked
increase in proinflammatory cytokine and ISG signaling on day 4 postinfection (Fig. 6). One explanation of these data may be that an initial lack of innate immune response in TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV leads to higher viral titers, which in turn leads to compensatory innate immune signaling resulting in the induction of cytokine, chemokine, and ISG expression at day 4 postinfection. Consistent with these data, TRIF−/− mice infected intranasally with herpes simplex virus (HSV-1) have increased mortality rate, significantly greater viral titers in the brain, and increased production of type I IFN (46). In contrast, TRIF−/− mice infected with IAV were not significantly different from wild-type mice, but one study found that MyD88−/− mice were more susceptible than wild-type mice, while another found that there was no difference between the responses of MyD88−/− mice and wild-type mice infected with IAV (16, 47). These data indicate that, although both TLR adaptors (MyD88 and TRIF) are vitally important to a protective immune response to SARS-CoV, differ-

In Table 1, there are no significant differences between TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 4 postinfection, a lack of cytokine and chemokine signaling persisted, indicating a likely deficiency in the activation of signaling programs of these cells. In TRIF−/− mice, however, many differences in infiltrating cell populations were observed at day 4 and day 6 postinfection, but the increase in transcription of proinflammatory cytokines indicates that a lack of TRIF does not inhibit cell signaling programs by these cell populations. Rather, the large induction of IFN-β expression on day 2 postinfection and the presence of significantly more viral antigen at early times postinfection likely drive the increased stimulation of infiltrating cell types in TRIF−/− mice, contributing to aberrant cellular responses.

The accumulation of neutrophils in TRIF−/− mice on day 4 postinfection with SARS-CoV correlates with increased amounts of neutrophil recruitment chemokines CXCL1 and CXCL2 (IL-8 rodent homologs) and increased levels of proinflammatory cytokines such as TNF and IL-6, mirroring the neutrophil infiltration and cellular responses of ARDS patients (reviewed in reference 49). Similarly indicative of lethal pathogenesis of respiratory viruses, infection of mice with highly pathogenic strains of influenza virus, including H1N1 and H5N1 IAV, resulted in significantly more virus antigen at early times postinfection likely drive the increased stimulation of infiltrating cell types in TRIF−/− mice, contributing to aberrant cellular responses.

In Fig 6, aberrant proinflammatory cytokine, interferon, and interferon-stimulated gene signaling responses in TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV. (A to D) RNA expression profiles of cytokines and chemokines downstream of TRIF and TLR signaling programs measured by qPCR analysis of IL-6 (A), TNF (B), CCL5 (C), and IFN-γ (D) from TRIF−/− mice (red bars) or wild-type C57BL/6J mice (black bars) infected with 10⁵ PFU of SARS-CoV normalized to mock-infected TRIF−/− or wild-type mice (n = 4 mice per group) at day 2 and day 4 postinfection. (E) TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV have significantly higher protein levels of IFN-β measured by ELISA on day 2 and day 4 postinfection in lung homogenates. (F to H) RNA expression profiles of ISGs measured by qPCR analysis of RSAD2 (F), CXCL10 (G), and IFIT1 (H) in TRIF−/− mice (red bars) or wild-type C57BL/6J mice (black bars) infected with 10⁵ PFU of SARS-CoV normalized to mock-infected TRIF−/− mice or wild-type mice at day 2 and day 4 postinfection. Significant differences were observed at day 4 postinfection. The error bars indicate 1 standard deviation from the mean (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001; NS, not significant).

### TABLE 1 Quantitation of infiltrating cells in the lungs of TRIF−/− and C57BL/6J mice following SARS-CoV infection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of cells (×10⁴)</th>
<th>Day 4</th>
<th>Day 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mock</td>
<td>TRIF−/−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>1,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrophils</td>
<td>54.6</td>
<td>49.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monocyte</td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly6Chi Mono</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>24.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ly6Clo Mono</td>
<td>80.8</td>
<td>87.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar Mac</td>
<td>66.1</td>
<td>80.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pDC</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>4.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viable lymphocyte</td>
<td>1,080</td>
<td>1,080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total T cells</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4+ T cells</td>
<td>67.6</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8+ T cells</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Flow cytometry was used to measure cell populations in the lungs of mice; numbers indicate mean counts of cells from lungs. Numbers in bold indicate TRIF−/− mice infected with SARS-CoV whose results were significantly different from those determined for wild-type (WT) mice infected with SARS-CoV (*, P < 0.05; **, P < 0.01; ***, P < 0.001 [by Student’s unpaired t test]). There were no significant differences between TRIF−/− mice and wild-type mice in the numbers of cells from mock-inoculated mice.
fection, coinciding with the influx of neutrophils (32). In influenza virus infection, infiltration of Ly6C\(^{hi}\) monocytes resulting from IFN induction contributes to resistance of influenza virus infection, while significantly more Ly6C\(^{hi}\) monocytes were observed in the more susceptible TRIF\(^{-/-}\) mice on day 4 postinfection in our model (51). This inflammatory monocyte population can differentiate into macrophage and pDC subsets, which were observed in significantly higher numbers in TRIF\(^{-/-}\) mice infected with SARS-CoV on day 6 postinfection (Table 1; reviewed in reference 52).

Because TLR3 senses double-stranded RNAs, an intermediate nucleic acid species present during acute viral infections, it could be predicted that loss of TLR3 signaling would negatively impact the host and alter cellular signaling programs after SARS-CoV infection. Although TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice infected with SARS-CoV experienced greater weight loss, higher viral titers, and more significant alterations in lung function over the course of infection (Fig. 1C and D; see also S1A to C in the supplemental material), relatively few changes in TRIF-dependent downstream cellular signaling programs resulted from the absence of TLR3 (Fig. 2B to I), indicating that additional pathways may compensate for the absence of TLR3 in SARS-CoV infection. Other innate immune sensors, such as MD2 and TLR4, that detect dsRNA and that have been implicated in the sensing of coronaviruses may be important for compensatory effects in the absence of TLR3 (53). Among the few changes that were observed in TRIF-dependent signaling pathways in TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice on day 4 postinfection, IFN-\(\gamma\) expression was significantly higher in wild-type mice than in TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice; however, absence of the IFN-\(\gamma\) receptor has minimal impact on SARS-CoV pathogenesis in a similar mouse model (54). The relevance of changes in CCL5 is difficult to infer, as CCL5 and other related chemokines signal through multiple receptors, including CCR1 and CCR5, the absence of which modestly increases SARS-CoV pathogenesis in a mouse model (57). In contrast to our results with SARS-CoV, TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice are less susceptible to H3N2 and H5N1 IAV, with a decreased mortality rate compared to lethal infection of wild-type mice, but there is no difference in the survival of TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice compared to wild-type mice infected with a lethal dose of p2009 H1N1 IAV (16, 55). The phenotype of TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice in West Nile virus (WNV) mouse models is somewhat controversial, with one group showing a modest increase in WNV-induced mortality with no differences in type I IFN levels in TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice, while another group showed that TLR3\(^{-/-}\) mice have less susceptibility to WNV and reduced proinflammatory cytokine responses compared to wild-type mice (56, 57).

Our study results indicate that TLR4 is also involved in mediating the pathogenesis of SARS-CoV infection, and it is likely that TLR4 signaling occurs in a TRIF-dependent manner through the sorting adaptor TRAM, as TRAM\(^{-/-}\) mice recapitulate features of increased SARS-CoV pathogenesis similarly to TLR4\(^{-/-}\) mice, including increased weight loss, similar alterations in lung parameters, and higher viral titers at early times postinfection. The involvement of TRAM signaling indicates that the TRIF adaptor protein mediates a large part of TLR4 signaling in response to SARS-CoV. The studies presented here indicated that TLR3 and TLR4 individually mediate a portion of the TRIF-dependent TLR signaling necessary for survival of SARS-CoV in our mouse model. These are among the first observations of the role of individual TLRs in contributing to protection from SARS-CoV disease. Interestingly, the absence of either TLR3 or TLR4 does not lead to lethal SARS-CoV disease similar to that seen with TRIF\(^{-/-}\) mice infected with SARS-CoV, likely because an absence of signaling via a single TLR may be compensated for by sensing of viral PAMPs by other PRRs.

In other models of acute lung injury, TLR4\(^{-/-}\) mice and TRIF\(^{-/-}\) mice are less susceptible to lung injury mediated by the introduction of acid and IAV into the lung (28). Totura et al. observed that oxidized phospholipids, putative PAMPs potentially contributing to acute lung injury by activating TLR4 and signaling through TRIF, were present in ARDS patient samples as a consequence of the presence of infectious diseases such as H5N1 IAV and SARS-CoV infections (28). The finding that TLR4\(^{-/-}\) mice are resistant to acute lung injury via IAV and acid models is in contrast to our findings here that TLR4\(^{-/-}\) mice have significantly more disease resulting from SARS-CoV infection than wild-type mice (Fig. 5). One explanation for these conflicting data is that activation of TLR4 by oxidized phospholipid PAMPs may be detrimental in acid injury and IAV infection mouse models but that, in the case of SARS-CoV infection, the benefits of TLR4 sensing of PAMPs may outweigh the damaging effects of cellular signaling programs resulting from sensing of oxidized phospholipids by TLR4. Additionally, TLR4\(^{-/-}\) mice are less susceptible to influenza virus infection and an immunomodulatory approach using a TLR4 antagonist was proposed to have ameliorative properties for the treatment of influenza virus infections (29). These findings indicate that protective signaling via TLR4/TRAM/TRIF may be a unique feature in the pathogenesis of coronaviruses compared to that of other respiratory pathogens such as influenza viruses and that different cellular sensors recognize pathogens with similar clinical features and infecting similar cell types.

Despite the various outcomes in host survival and morbidity in SARS-CoV, WNV, and IAV infection models, the commonality is that mice deficient in TLR signaling have increased viral loads in the infected tissues, demonstrating that the initial recognition of viral PAMPs by TLRs is necessary for controlling viral replication and that the increased presence of viral antigen could partially drive downstream phenotypes in these systems (Fig. 1D and 5C) (16, 56, 57). Neither MyD88\(^{-/-}\) mice nor TRIF\(^{-/-}\) mice infected with SARS-CoV efficiently cleared the virus by day 6 postinfection, but both showed increased signs of disease, ultimately leading to death of the TLR adaptor knockout mice from SARS-CoV infection. Our observations support previous findings indicating that signaling through TRIF is critical for CD8\(^{+}\) T cell expansion, a key component of adaptive immunity for viral clearance (58, 59). In contrast to the TLR adaptor knockout mice, RAG1\(^{-/-}\) mice with no mature T cells fail to clear SARS-CoV but show no signs of increased disease, as defined by weight loss, indicating that the lack of clearance of virus alone is not responsible for the disease phenotypes seen in the TRIF\(^{-/-}\) and MyD88\(^{-/-}\) mice (37). In generating a protective immune response to highly pathogenic coronavirus infections, our findings indicate that not only the activation of an adaptive response but also the proper activation of a balanced innate immune response through both adaptor arms of TLR-mediated signaling is required for viral clearance.

TLR agonists have been proposed for usage as respiratory vaccine adjuvants and may also have utility in protection against respiratory virus-induced disease or immunopathology (29, 33–35). TLR3 and TLR4 agonists have protective effects against SARS-CoV infection. In addition, adjuvant approaches that stimulate TLR pathways through MyD88 and TRIF may prove synergistic,
especially when both components are critical to the host response, such as in SARS-CoV infection. Our data support the idea that innate immune responses are important for the antiviral state of cells, immune cell recruitment, and expansion of adaptive immune responses. Comparison of these data to those from other models of highly pathogenic respiratory virus infection (particularly influenza virus infection) indicates that although these viruses may be detected by similar pathways, the result of that sensing can lead to differences in disease outcome which should be considered in the design and administration of vaccine and antiviral therapeutics.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses, cells, and plaque assay. A mouse model of the recombinant mouse-adapted rMA15–SARS-CoV virus used in this study has been previously described (37, 60). As previously described, virus stocks were propagated on Vero E6 cells (60). Plaque assays to quantify virus in viral stocks and to enumerate the number of viruses in the lower left lobe of lungs from mice were performed in Vero E6 cells, with a limit of detection of 100 PFU (12). Experiments with rMA15–SARS-CoV were performed in a certified biosafety level 3 laboratory, using a class II biological safety cabinet. Laboratory workers were equipped with high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA)-filtered powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs), Tyvek suits, hoods, aprons, booties, and personal protective equipment.

Ethics statement. The ethical treatment of mice in this study was in accordance with the guidelines of The University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC), and approved documentation registered under protocol no. 11-213 was used in the experiments described. The guidelines for care of the mice are from the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, 8th ed., published by the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH). All animal housing and care was conducted according to Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC)-approved protocols of the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (NIH/PHS Animal Welfare Assurance no. A3410-01).

Animals. Animals were maintained in HEPA-filtered SealSafe cages (Techniplast) during experiments performed with rMA15–SARS-CoV. The following strains of age-matched female mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory: C57Bl/6NJ (stock no. 005304), TLR3−/− (stock no. 009675), C57BL/6J (stock no. 000664), and TRIF−/− (stock no. 005307). At 10 weeks of age, mice were anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine and xylazine and inoculated intranasally with either 50 μl of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (for mock-inoculated controls) or 105 PFU of rMA15–SARS-CoV–PBS. Animals were weighed daily, and lung tissues from days 2, 4, and 7 postinfection (C57Bl/6NJ and TLR3−/− mice) or days 2, 4, and 6 postinfection (C57Bl/6J and TRIF−/− mice) were collected for downstream analyses by plaque assay, histology, and RNA analysis.

Flow cytometry. On days 4 and 6 postinfection, whole lungs were harvested from groups of 3 to 4 mock-treated wild-type and TRIF−/− mice and 4 to 5 SARS-CoV-infected wild-type and TRIF−/− mice. Whole lungs were prepared for flow cytometry analysis by collagenase digestion and tissue disruption into cell suspensions as previously described (11). Antibody staining panels were used to stain cell preparations (see Text S1 in the supplemental material). Analysis was performed with Summit software (Beckman-Coulter) for sorting into defined subpopulations (see Text S1).

Hemorrhage scores, histological analysis, and immunohistochemistry. Scores for gross hemorrhage were recorded by observation of the lung during necropsy using a scale ranging from a value of zero, indicating no hemorrhage, to a value of 4, indicating severe hemorrhage in all lobes of the lung, as previously described (38). For histological analysis, the entire right lobe of lungs from infected or mock-treated wild-type and knockout mice was fixed in 10% formalin, embedded in paraffin, and prepared in 5-μm-thick sections for hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining by the UNC Histopathology core facility. For immunohistochemistry (IHC), formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded histology samples from C57Bl/6J and TRIF−/− mice were sectioned (thickness, 5 μm) and stained for viral antigen using a commercially available polyclonal SARS-CoV anti-nucleocapsid antibody (Imgenex) following the manufacturer’s protocols (61). Slides for IHC and H&E histology were scored in a blinded manner (n = 4 to 5 mice per group) for metrics of inflammation, and images were captured using an Olympus BX41 microscope with an Olympus DP71 camera.

Whole-body plethysmography. Lung function was measured by un-restrained whole-body plethysmography using IACUC-approved protocols as has been previously described (42). Briefly, animals were introduced into randomized individual plethysmography chambers following calibration according to protocols of the manufacturer (Buxco). After a 30-min acclimation period, data on lung function parameters were collected during a 5-min measurement period. Data were analyzed by Finepoint software (Buxco) for established metrics of airway hyperreactiveness and virus infection-associated airway obstruction, including enhanced pause (Penh), tidal midexpiratory flow (EF50), and ratio of PEF to TPE.

Real-time qPCR analysis. The upper left lobe of rMA15–SARS-CoV-infected mice was stored in RNAlater solution (Life Technologies) for 48 h at 4°C and then stored at −80°C. Lung sections were thawed and then homogenized in TRIZol (Life Technologies) for 60 s at 6,000 rpm using a Magna Lyzer instrument (Roche). Following chloroform-isopropanol extraction of RNA from TRIZol homogenates, cDNA was generated by reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) using a SuperScript III First-Strand synthesis kit (Life Technologies). Quantitative PCR (qPCR) was performed using TaqMan gene expression assays (Life Technologies) for cytokines or chemokines normalized to 18-s expression. For each cytokine or chemokine, expression from groups of 4 rMA15–SARS-CoV-infected mice was normalized to mock (PBS)-inoculated mice (either wild-type or knockout mice). Normalized fold change was calculated using the threshold cycle (ΔΔCT) method as has been previously described (11).

ELISA. Levels of IFN-β were quantified using a VeriKine mouse IFN-β enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (RD Systems) according to manufacturer protocols. The lower left lobe of lungs from TRIF−/− or C57Bl/6J mice from the mock-inoculated or SARS-CoV-infected group (n = 4 each group) was homogenized in 1 ml of PBS using a Magna Lyzer instrument (Roche). One hundred microliters of cleared homogenate was used for the ELISA assay sample. A seven-point standard curve was prepared using the manufacturer’s protocol, and interferon titers in the samples were determined by plotting the standards using a 4-parameter fit. Optical densities were read at an absorbance of 450 nm.

Differentially expressed gene identification. Differentially expressed gene targets were selected from data collected in a previously described study performed with transcriptomics data banked at NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (accession no. gse53266) (38). Briefly, that study was performed using microarray analysis of RNA from lungs of 20-week-old female C57Bl/6J mice infected with doses of 104, 105, or 106 PFU of mouse-adapted SARS-CoV to identify genes that were differentially expressed compared to those of mock (PBS)-inoculated mice. A linear fit...
model was used to determine differential expression (DE) for each transcript, requiring an absolute log2 (fold change) value of >1.5 as well as an adjusted false-discovery-rate (FDR) P value of <0.05. In a separate study, TLR3+ lung homogenates in TRZol were analyzed by microarray, and the full data set has been deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database and is available at GEO accession number GSE68820.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL
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